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Kidnapping

Artikel info:-

Bob persuades Moe to kidnap and tie up his enemy Joe. He
wants to punish him for his big mouth. Allegedly he spreads
around that he is the new Fightplace king. Moe agrees and so
they start searching for Joe. They catch him out when he
returns from training. Tied up and with a sack above his head
they lock him up in the trunk. Than they head to the
Fightplace headquarter. 

They drag him inside and sit him tied up on a chair. The
interrogation can begin. Bob has some accrued aggressions
and so he deals not very kid-gloved with Joe. He throws him
to the ground along with the chair and lets him leaves him
there. 

Bob and Moe let him tied up to the chair in the cold and head
for a consultation. Joe can use this ease to free himself. He
even finds the key for his handcuffs and gets rid of them. He
considers what to do against the two and proceeds to attack. 

With a genius leap he jumps into the boxing ring and attacks
Bob from behind, gets him to the ground and brings him into a
headlock. The fight for power and honor within the team is
about to begin. The smaller one is mostly also the underdog
in this fight, besides some exceptions when Joe is able to
show what he is made of.

During the rest of the time he is put through the mill by Bob,
attacked by his feet and dominated in various positions. After
30 minutes of torture Joe is finished and at the end of his
tether. Moe who meanwhile has taken part for the poor and
tortured Joe is thrilled to fight against Bob as well. The next
30 minutes are equally tough. The boys deliver a very agile
fight with the absolute will to prevail.

Moe has gotten stronger through his fights at Fightplace and
so it is no surprise that the wiry poison dwarf drives Bob into
distraction. He needs all effort to get the fight dwarf under his
control. Is Bob now able to shellac slim Moe like Joe in the
fight before?

Play length approx 66 min.

Price :  29,90 EUR [incl. 21% VAT]
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Options Kidnapping :

shipping method
Download HD, DVD Shipping, Photo series (- 26,00 EUR ).

In catalog since Friday 16 February, 2018
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